VIRTUAL SEND-OFF
Tuesday May 19, 2020
IN LOVING MEMORY OF

Katherine W. Phillips
REUBEN MARK PROFESSOR OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTER

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK
COLUMBIA BUSINESS SCHOOL

VIRTUAL SEND-OFF

WELCOME REMARKS
Professor Costis Maglaras
Dean and David and Lyn Silfen Professor of Business

REMARKS
Professor Michael Johannes
Ann F. Kaplan Professor of Business
Faculty Director, MS in Financial Economics

Professor Alonso Martinez
Senior Lecturer
Faculty Director, MS in Marketing Science

Sandra Baum
Associate Director, MS Career Management

ACADEMIC DEGREES
Masters in Financial Economics
Masters in Marketing Science
RECOGNITION OF CANDIDATES

2020 MASTERS CANDIDATES

MS in Financial Economics

Sagar Agarwal
Nanyu Chen
Xiaoyong Fu
Dulce Maria Haas
Lisa Yushi He
Jimmy Ting-Yuan Kuo
Zigang Li
Jiading Rao
Rafael Rodriguez Rozadas
Xuanhao Su
Caitlin Walsh
Chutong Wu
Tanlong Wu
Yuxin Xia
Minjin Yang
Dian Yuan
Emily Manshi Zou

MS in Marketing Science

Polina Belopashentseva
Christian Bredehoeft
Sofia Cattaneo
Guangyu Chen
Jiadong John Chen
Tiffany Yijia Gao
Elaine Yue Li
Leshi Li
Qi Liu
Yi Ren
Andi Sun
Yujue Wang
Yutong Wang
Chuck Yu Yang
Li-Chia Yang
Heidi Siyao Yuan
Xinyi Zeng
Jingyi Zhang
Ruxuan Zhao
As a lifelong member of the Columbia Business School community, I adhere to the principles of TRUTH, INTEGRITY & RESPECT. I will not lie, cheat, steal, or tolerate those who do.